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APPARATUS, SYSTEM, AND METHOD FOR

includes a digital rights manager. The digital rights manager

TRACING DISTRIBUTION OF VIDEO
CONTENT WITH VIDEO WATERMARKS

detects Watermarking information in scanned video ?les cor
responding to the initial set of Watermarking information and
any additional sets of Watermarking information inserted by

individual computers having Watermarking modules.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

The present invention is generally related to video content

protection techniques. More particularly, the present inven
The invention is more fully appreciated in connection With

tion is directed to tracing the distribution of video content.

the folloWing detailed description taken in conjunction With
the accompanying draWings, in Which:

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a computing system

A problem for oWners of digital video content is that digital
video content is susceptible to unauthoriZed copying and
distribution. Once digital video content is distributed it is

With a Watermarking module in accordance With one embodi

ment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a digital rights man
agement system for tracing content distribution in accordance
With one embodiment of the present invention;

dif?cult to maintain control over the video content. Similar

problems occur for digital audio content.

Conventional digital rights management techniques typi

FIG. 3 illustrates a content distribution tree of video con

cally rely upon techniques to prevent copying. For example, a
content provider may use encryption techniques to attempt to

tent With video Watermarks in accordance With one embodi
20

ment of the present invention;

prevent illicit copying from a source server. Additionally,
content may be provided in a manner intended to limit its

FIG. 4 illustrates a content distribution tree of video con
tent With Watermarks and interactions With a content server in

distribution, such as in the form of passWord-protected digital

accordance With one embodiment of the present invention;
and
FIG. 5 illustrates exemplary Watermarked video frames.
Like reference numerals refer to corresponding parts

content. These anti-copying measures provide a certain

degree of protection against incidental copying.

25

HoWever, one drawback of conventional digital rights

management techniques is that encryption and anti-copying

throughout the several vieWs of the draWings.

measures can be broken. A further factor is that it is dif?cult

to detect When the encryption and anti-copying measures
have been broken. For example, a company distributing digi
tal video ?les over the Internet using convention digital rights

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION
30

The present invention generally relates to techniques to

management techniques cannot be con?dent that its security
measures are perfect. Moreover, if there are breaches leading

to unauthoriZed copying and distribution through the Internet
it is dif?cult to assess the amount of unauthorized copying
that occurs and its effect on revenues. Additionally, it is dif

35

?cult With conventional digital rights management tech
niques to trace unauthorized copying and distribution.
In light of the aforementioned problems, an apparatus,
system, and method of the present invention Was developed.

40

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

embed tracing information into digital content. A speci?c
example is digital video content, although it Will be under
stood throughout the folloWing discussion that similar tech
niques may be applied for digital audio content.
FIG. 1 illustrates a computing system 100 for embedding
Watermarks into digital content, such as digital video content
105, in accordance With one embodiment of the present
invention. Computing System 100 includes a computer 102
With softWare modules 120, 125, 130, and 135 stored on a
computer memory (not shoWn) Which execute on a central

processing unit (CPU) 110 having an operating system 115.
System 100 receives video content 105. Video content 105

may, for example, be in the form of compressed video content

Video Watermarks are added to video content to trace con

tent distribution. The video Watermarks are in the form of

45

Watermarking pixels. Watermarking modules in individual
computers add additional sets of Watermarks to Whatever
initial set of Watermarks may be present in the video content.
As a result, the accumulated Watermarks provide information
on the distribution of video content.

stream of packets received from a netWork, such as the Inter
net. The video content 105 must be decoded to display the
50

video content. Additionally, video processing may be per
formed to improve video quality.
In one embodiment, a graphics processing unit (GPU) 140
is used to generate video frames 145 Which may be displayed.
One aspect of GPU 140 is that video processing operations

55

may be of?oaded to GPU 140 to reduce CPU utiliZation.

One embodiment of an apparatus for tracing distribution of
video content comprises a Watermarking module. The Water

marking module is operative to insert Watermarking pixels
into video frames generated from video content received by a

computing system. The Watermarking pixels encode tracing
information that is imperceptible to an end-user vieWing dis
played video frames and Which is included in copies of the
video content distributed from the computing system. The
Watermarking pixels are embedded into video ?les such that
in one embodiment Watermarking pixels eliminate the

HoWever, another aspect of GPU 140 is that it may generate
video frames having improved display attributes. Video con

60

requirement for conventional separate digital rights manage
ment ?les.

embedded as Watermarking pixels. The system further

tent may, for example, be created in an original format that is
not optimiZed for displaying on a personal computer or a high
de?nition television. For example, the original video content
may be from conventional analog television having an inter
laced frame format. GPU 140 may be utiliZed to perform a

variety of operations on video content to improve the display

One embodiment of a system for tracing the distribution of

of the source video content. As an illustrative example, the

video content includes a content server for distributing video

content to subscriber computing systems. The video content
may include an initial set of Watermarking information

encoded in a video format such as a Moving Picture Experts

Group (MPEG) format, such as MPEG-2. Video content 105
may, for example, be received in the form of a transport

65

Nvidia PureVideo Decoder, sold by the Nvidia corporation of
Santa Clara, Calif., Works With GeForce 6 and 7 series GPUs.
The GeForce 6 and 7 series GPUs include a programmable
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video processor, an MPEG-2 decoding engine, and a motion

ing 30 frames per second). Thus, even a small video ?le is

estimation engine. The Nvidia PureVideo Decoder utilizes

capable of storing many sets of watermarks.

hardware acceleration to perform de-interlacing, ?ltering,
scaling, inverse telecine, format conversion, and other opera

Exemplary watermarking information includes informa
tion identifying the system 100 which processed the content,

tions to accelerate video playback. Additionally, a variety of
operations may be utiliZed to improve the display of video
content on desktop personal computers, notebook personal

such as a unique identi?er, an Internet Protocol (IP) address of
the host computer; a time stamp; and information regarding
instances in which an end-user purchased a license to use
content from a content server. The unique identi?er may

computers (PCs), and high-de?nition televisions (HDTVs)

generally be any unique code useful for providing informa

with a reduction in visual artifacts, including sub-pixel cal
culations to reduce aliasing effects. It will thus be understood
throughout the following discussion that in one embodiment

tion to trace the distribution of content. Since video frames

GPU 140 supports one or more features to improve video

may be stored on computing system 100 for later playback. In
one embodiment a watermark is generated only at the ?rst

playback and reduce CPU utiliZation, such as programmable

instance that a video frame is generated in GPU 140. In one

video processing, MPEG-2 decoding, de-interlacing, inverse
telecine, ?ltering, scaling, format conversion, and motion

embodiment watermarking information is additive in that
each new computer system having watermarking module 135
adds additional watermarks without destroying previous
watermarks. Consequently, video content that is copied and

estimation.
In one embodiment, a software application 120 receives the

digital content. Software application 120 may, for example,

distributed through multiple computing systems having

be a video application or media application. In one embodi

watermarking module 135 will build up a cumulative set of
watermarks that can be used to generate information for trac

ment, at least a portion of the decoding of digital content is

20

ing the distribution of video content.

performed in software on a CPU or a processor engine, such

The watermarking pixels preferably are positioned and

as a media processor, as illustrated by coding/decoding (co

dec) block 125. For example, codec block 125 may perform

MPEG-2 video coding/encoding operations.
A watermarking module 135 implements a digital water
marking algorithm to insert watermarks into versions of digi
tal content generated by computing system 100 from received
digital content. For video applications, watermarking module

25

end-user to identify the presence of watermarking pixels
without knowledge of the algorithm used to embed the water

marking pixels. In particular, the number of pixels and

135 generates commands to insert a watermark into frames of

video 145. Watermarking module 135 is preferably imple

have attributes that resemble normal noise (e.g., the number
and position of watermarking pixels is selected to have
pseudo-noise characteristics) such that it is dif?cult for an

30

mented in software, although it will be understood that water

arrangement of pixels used in a watermark can be made to
resemble background noise in individual frames and across
sequences of frames. Additionally in one embodiment water

marking module 135 may also be implemented in hardware,

marking pixels are encoded utilizing an encryption key to

?rmware, and using a combination of hardware and software.
Note that a watermark may be inserted into frames at play
back of uncompressed video content or alternatively inserted

make it dif?cult for an end-user to decode the watermarking

pixels without a corresponding decryption key. Thus, an end
35

into compressed video content, depending on the implemen
tation. Additionally, as described below in more detail, in one

embodiment watermarking module 135 also reads water

marks and may perform, for example, operations to deter
mine whether playback is authoriZed.

40

is a set of watermarking pixels embedded in one or more

limited to de-interlacing, scaling, noise-reduction, and
?icker-?lter operations.

frames of video which is imperceptible to an ordinary

observer viewing displayed video but which provides tracing
45

Note that there are two domains in which a video ?le may

50

exist. An uncompressed domain typically occurs at playback.
For example, a compressed form of the video content is
decompressed and the content is rendered for display. Water
marking of the decompressed content is useful to trace copies
taken by directly accessing the output of a GPU 140. How

video content. Individual watermarking pixels replace a
selected number of conventional pixels in a frame. Any pixel
attribute, such as pixel color, may be utiliZed to encode trac
ing information. A conventional frame format includes a large
number of pixels such that replacing a small number of the

different ways. In one embodiment, the embedding occurs

during a video post-processing operation in GPU 140. Exem
plary video post-processing operations include but are not

As used in this application, a watermark for video content

information that may be utiliZed to trace the distribution of

user is unlikely to be able to decode the tracing information
because they would have to know the algorithm used to select
locations for watermarking pixels and also the manner in
which tracing data is encoded in an arrangement of pixels.
The watermarking pixels may be embedded in a variety of

pixels with watermarking pixels will not change the end-user

ever, video ?les are typically stored and distributed in com

viewing experience, particularly if the watermarking pixels

pressed form. The watermarking pixels may be embedded in

are dispersed across a frame. For example, the National Tele

a compressed domain or a decompressed domain. The

vision Standards Committee standard (NTSC) format has
frames with 720x480 pixels, or approximately 350,000 pix
els. The Advanced Television Systems Committee (ATSC)

decompressed domain includes versions generated for play
55

high de?nition television standard typically has approxi
mately 2 million pixels per frame. Each pixel in a frame has a
number of different possible colors and brightness. As a
result, even a small number of pixels can be used to embed a

60

back. Since content can be hacked into during playback (e. g.,
by tapping into the output of GPU 140), in some embodi
ments watermarking pixels are embedded during playback to

trace copies copied during playback. Copies of content are
typically stored in the compressed domain and are also typi
cally distributed over the Internet in the compressed domain.

Embedding watermarking pixels in compressed content
requires utiliZing an embedding technique compatible with

signi?cant amount of tracing information. Thus a single
watermark may require an extremely small percentage of the
total number of pixels in a frame to encode tracing informa

the compression format which will not corrupt the video ?le
and generate errors on playback. A variety of techniques may

tion. Additionally, an individual watermark or a set of water

frame rates used in video correspond to more than one thou

be used to embed watermarking pixels directly into video
content, interleave watermarking pixels into video content, or

sand frames per minute (e.g., 1800 frames per minute, assum

place watermarking pixels into various wrappers and layers

marks may be dispersed across different frames. Typical

65
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associated With video data, such as metadata. The Audio

include a variety of different types of information to trace the
distribution of content. In one embodiment, graphics driver
130 also reads Watermarks and acts in response to detecting

Video Interleave (AVI), developed by the Microsoft Corpo
ration of Redmond, Wash., may, for example, be used to
interleave Watermarking pixels. AVI has a ?le format that
permits multiple streams of data to be interleaved. In the

speci?c Watermarks. For example, graphics driver 130 may
be programmed to prevent unrestricted ordinary playback
upon detecting speci?c Watermarks. For example, if Water

compressed domain a ?le Wrapper (e. g., a metadata Wrapper,
such as a MPEG-2 Wrapper) may be Written. The encoding of

marks are detected indicating that the video content is not

compressed video may also be performed utilizing transcod
ing or transrating algorithms. Some video data formats, such

authorized, graphics driver 130 may prevent playback,
restrict playback options (e.g., limited-time playback until

as MPEG-2, permit sub-picture data to be added. Addition

the end-user purchases the video content), or perform other

ally transcription may be used to embed Watermarking pixels.
Note that the information in the Watermarking pixels is pref
erably immune to digital-to-analog (d/a) and analog-to-digi
tal (a/d) transformations. That is, the Watermarking pixels are

operations to assist in digital rights management.
FIG. 2 illustrates a digital rights management (DRM) sys
tem 200 for detecting tracing information. A copy of the
content With embedded Watermark(s) is received 205 for test
ing. The copy may, for example, have been posted on the
Internet, distributed via the Internet, or accessed during an

preferably implemented in a manner resistant to being ?ltered

out by operations that can be performed comparatively easily
on all of the pixels by end users, such as a ?rst (d/a) transfor
mation from the digital domain to the analog domain and a

second (a/ d) transformation from the analog domain back to
the digital domain.
As previously described, an individual Watermark is pref

interaction of DRM system 200 With a subscriber. The video
content is decoded and the Watermarks are extracted 210. The
20

erably selected to be imperceptible to a human observer. In a
sequence of video frames the human eye is unable to detect

Watermark(s) are then decoded 215 to identify information
regarding the distribution of the video content. For example,
the IP addresses of computers that received the content may

be decoded, along With time stamps indicating When the

content Was ?rst accessed by a neW user. Other types of
small deviations in pixels from an original image, particularly
if the deviations occur in a small number of frames or vary 25 information may also be decoded, such as instances in Which

the computer receiving the content Was authorized by the
DRM system 200 to copy the content. DRM system 200 may,
for example, utilize a server-based system to perform the

from frame-to-frame. As is Well knoWn, the human eye has a
resolution limit. Additionally, the human brain tends to ?lter

out small image imperfections, particularly if the imperfec
tions last for only a small number of frames. As a conse
quence, tracing information can be embedded as a pattern of

decoding operations and the generation of content history
30

pixels Within a frame or across a sequence of frames in a

information 220.
DRM system 200 utilizes content history information 220

manner imperceptible to a human vieWer but detectable by

generated from Watermarks to trace the distribution of video

computer softWare executing a decoding algorithm.

content. Tracing the distribution of content can be used as an

The Watermarks preferably take into account errors gener

ated during multiple instances of copying and transmission of

35

adjunct to conventional security measures. For example, in
addition to conventional security techniques, the present

video content. For example, the Watermarks may include

invention can also be used to trace the distribution of content

checksums or other error correcting techniques to correct for
errors. Additionally, Watermarks may be repeated more than

to detect breaches in security and to assess the impact of

breaches in security. For example, DRM system 200 may
utilize information on the number of Watermarks, identifying

once in a video ?le.

Computing system 100 embeds Watermarks in a manner
such that Watermarks are retained in copies of the video
content 105 distributed from computing system 100. For
example a video ?le 150 stored in memory 155 may retain
embedded Watermarks such that if the video ?le 150 is dis
tributed the Watermarks are included along With the copy of
the video content. HoWever, it Will be understood that the
copies of the video content may have additional process steps

40

example, content distributed from friend-to-friend is likely to
eventually accumulate a large number of Watermarks if the
content passes through many different computers before
45

a smaller number of Watermarks if, for example, it is posted to
the distribution server after passing through only a small
number of computers. Correlation of information from dif
50

and optional video processing operations performed to gen
erate a video ?le 150 for playback. The video ?le 150 may be
stored as a compressed video ?le in Which each frame retains
the Watermarks. The video ?le 150 With embedded Water
marks may be stored to any suitable memory, such as a hard

55

copying and distribution events in an embodiment in Which
Watermarks are added cumulatively to previous Watermarks.

system 100 using, for example, the Internet. For example, the
60

server (not shoWn).
In one embodiment, Watermarking module 135 is included
in a graphics driver 130. Watermarking module 135 and

graphics driver 130 Work cooperatively With application 120
and codec 125 to generate commands to instruct GPU 140 to

generate content in the form of video frames 145 having
Watermarks embedded in pixels. The Watermarks may

ferent versions of the same content received from different
sources may also provide useful information on distribution
patterns. Additionally, as described beloW in more detail in
one embodiment the tracing information is utilized to assess
the impact of unauthorized copying on business revenues.
FIG. 3 illustrates an exemplary content distribution tree

illustrating hoW Watermarks change through a sequence of

drive, storage memory, compact disc, or memory disc. The
video ?le 150, in turn, may be distributed from computing
video ?le 150 may be encoded as MPEG-2 ?les and sent as a
transport stream over the Internet to another computer or

being scanned by DRM system 200. HoWever, content posted
by a third party on a distribution server (not shoWn) may have

performed by computing system 100 to store and distribute
the copy as compressed and/ or encrypted ?les. For example,
received video content may be decoded, Watermarks added,

information (e.g., IP addresses) and time stamps to generate
information on the nature and effect of security breaches. For

65

At some initial time, content 305 is distributed from a content
server 302. The most general case is that content 305 is
distributed With a default Watermark, Watermark 0. As one

example, the default Watermark could correspond to no
Watermark. Alternatively, the default Watermark could be a
Watermark having an initial set of tracing information. As one
example, a default Watermark 0 may include information
regarding a ?rst authorized sale or doWnloading of video
content.
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Content server 302 may also be coupled to DRM system
200 to analyze the distribution of content. A ?rst computer
310 with watermarking software receives content 305 and
adds a ?rst watermark, watermark 1. As a result, any copies
315 of the video content that are decoded and then distributed

cating the distribution of content along with information (ei
ther stored in content server 302 or passed along in water

marks) indicating subsequent interactions of different end
users with content server 302.

Note also that a unique identi?er in a watermark generated
by a particular computer system may also be used as a refer

by ?rst computer 305 will include both watermark 0 and
watermark 1. A second computer 325 with watermarking

ence to associate interactions with content server 302 with

software then receives the content and inserts watermark 2.

particular watermarks. Thus, in some implementations it may

As result, if the content is decoded and then distributed by
second computer 325 the content 330 will include watermark
0, watermark 1, and watermark 2.
It is possible that some computers in a distribution path will
not include a watermarking module 135, unless, for example,
watermarking of video frames becomes a standard industry
practice. For example, a third computer 335 without water
marking module 135 may receive content 315. Since third

not be necessary to update watermarks to record interactions
with content server 3 02 because the unique identi?er provides
suf?cient information to reconstruct interactions from
records of interactions stored in content server 302.

Additionally, other computers in the distribution tree, such
as computer 350, may also have interactions with content
server 302. As in the previous example, content server 302
may record these interactions. Additionally, content server
302 may generate commands for computer 350 to add an
additional watermark indicative of the interaction with the

computer 335 does not add a new watermark, any content that

is distributed from third computer 335 will still include its
original watermarks, such as watermark 0 and watermark 1.
However, even incomplete knowledge about content distri
bution may provide useful information on content distribu
tion.
One aspect of content distribution is that there can be
complex distribution patterns of content in which unautho
rized distribution results in the loss of some sales but the
losses are offset, in part, by new sales. For example, many

content server.
20

then accesses content server 302, as indicated by arrow 410.

As an illustrative example, an end-user of computer 350 may
25

individuals routinely send copies of digital content to each
other via the Internet. However, an individual who receives an

unauthorized copy of a single music video, movie, or televi
sion episode may sample the content and then decide to buy
the sampled content, a more complete version of the sampled
content, or related content from the original content provider.
Knowledge of content distribution pathways is thus useful to
generate an accurate understanding of the impact of unautho
rized copying and distribution on a content provider. Such

In one example, computer 350 receives content 330. An

end-user utilizing computer 350 samples content 330 and

30

decide to purchase the sampled content, purchase content
related to the sampled content, purchase a more complete
version of the sampled content, or purchase content unrelated
to the sampled content. Content server 420 may record the
interaction and then generate a command for computer 350 to
add an additional set of watermarks to content 330 to generate
content 355 having a watermark 0*. Watermark 0* may, for

example, indicate that computer 350 received an authoriza

35

knowledge is useful, for example, to determine how much
effort should be dedicated to securing content.
Referring to FIG. 4, in one embodiment the watermarking
module 135 is further adapted to receive commands from

tion to use content. Watermark 0* could also have speci?c
information, such as whether the user of computer 350 pur
chased the sampled content, related content, a more complete
version of the content, or unrelated content.
It can be understood from FIG. 4 that watermarks may
grow over time to include complex information. on the rela

tionship between authorized use, unauthorized sampling, and

content server 302 to add a watermark indicating that a user 40 the generation of additional sales from unauthorized sam

pling. This information may be useful to generate information
to determine the cost/bene?t ratio of conventional security

has accessed the content server and has received authoriza

tion for the sampled content, a more complete version of the
sampled content related content, or other content provided by
the content provider. Content server 302 may also collect

measures. Additionally, data may be collected to create sta

information on watermarks when a user accesses the content 45

server 302. Content server 302 is preferably coupled to or

distributed; typical IP address distributions; typical unique

includes the functionality of DRM system 200. In one
embodiment content server 302 includes the capability to
read watermarks in video ?les stored on a computer. For
example content server 302 may scan stored video ?les.Alter

identi?er distributions; or typical ratios of unauthorized

samples to subsequent purchases generated by sampled con
50

natively watermarking module 135 may be adapted to pro
vide summary information on watermarks to content server

302.
As indicated by arrow 405, an individual computer, such as
computer 310, may interact with content server 302. For
example, an individual user may decide to place an order with
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tent. The baseline data may be useful, for example, to identify
changes in unauthorized distribution indicative of a problem
that needs to be addressed. Another application is to generate
information on the effect of unauthorized distribution and
sampling of video content on sales.
FIG. 5 illustrates a set of frames 510, 520, and 520 and

exemplary individual pixels 512, 522, and 532 used as water
marks in individual frames. Individual pixels are preferably

content server 302. Content server 302 may record these

referenced to locations along individual horizontal scan lines
505. As indicated by arrow 550, watermarks may be distrib

interactions for later use in associating interactions with con

tent history information 220. Additionally in one embodi
ment content server 302 may also generate commands issued
to a computer hooked up to content server 302 for watermark
ing module 135 to add an additional set of watermarks indica

tistics indicative of baseline “normal” levels of sampling and
unauthorized distribution. The baseline data may also include
information on typical time patterns with which content is

60

uted across frames. In one embodiment, an individual water
mark is located on one frame. However, more generally an
individual watermark may also be distributed across a

tive of the interaction. For example, the additional set of

sequence of frames 510, 520, and 530. Similarly, a set of

watermarks may be used to indicate the most recent date
which an individual computer 310 was provided authoriza
tion to download or use content. Thus the content history
information 220 will include a sequence of watermarks indi

watermarks may be located on an individual frame or distrib
65 uted across a set offrames 510, 520, and 530. There are some

advantages, however, to placing each watermark on a differ
ent set of frames from other watermarks. Watermarks may
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also be repeated through a sequence of frames of a video ?le

embedding Watermarks in ?le Wrappers, or adding Water

to improve noise immunity during copying and transmission.

marks during transcoding, transrating, or transcription.
As previously discussed, Watermarking module 135 may

It Will thus be understood from the previous discuss that

able functionality permits an authorization to use content to

be implemented in softWare that may be stored on a computer
readable medium. It Will thus be understood that an embodi
ment of the present invention relates to a computer storage

be revoked. For example, a graphics driver may be pro
grammed to prevent playback of video content if the Water

product With a computer-readable medium having computer
code thereon for performing various computer-implemented

marks indicated that the content is unauthorized. A reneW

operations. The media and computer code may be those spe
cially designed and constructed for the purposes of the
present invention, or they may be of the kind Well knoWn and
available to those having skill in the computer softWare arts.
Examples of computer-readable media include, but are not
limited to: magnetic media such as hard disks, ?oppy disks,
and magnetic tape; optical media such as CD-ROMs and
holographic devices; magneto-optical media such as ?optical
disks; and hardWare devices that are specially con?gured to

neW sets of Watermarks may be read by a graphics driver to

provide revokability and reneWability functionality. A revok

ability functionality may be implemented by having the
graphics driver read the Watermarks and permit playback if
the neW sets of Watermarks indicates a purchase of content.

The Watermarks may be embedded utilizing a video pro

cessing operation such as scaling, noise reduction, ?icker
?ltering, and de-interlacing. In one embodiment, a de-inter

lacing algorithm is used to insert Watermarking pixels into
frames of content generated from video ?elds. As is Well

store and execute program code, such as application-speci?c

knoWn, conventional television has interlaced ?elds (e.g.,

integrated circuits (“ASICs”), programmable logic devices

odd/ even ?elds each of Which has half of the information of a

television frame) Which must be de-interlaced to generate

20

(“PLDs”) and ROM and RAM devices. Examples of com
puter code include machine code, such as produced by a
compiler, and ?les containing higher-level code that are
executed by a computer using an interpreter. For example, an
embodiment of the invention may be implemented using

25

Java, C++, or other object-oriented programming language

progressive frames for use on computer displays. In conven

tional de-interlacing algorithms line doubling techniques are
commonly used to convert odd and even frames into full

progressive frames. In particular, the lines of an individual
?eld are line-doubled to generate the information for a single

and development tools. Another embodiment of the invention
may be implemented in hardWired circuitry in place of, or in
combination With, machine-executable softWare instructions.

frame. Scaling may also be performed to account for differ
ences in frame size. Referencing individual pixels of a Water
mark along horizontal scan lines 505 has several advantages.

First, referencing Watermarking pixels along horizontal scan

The foregoing description, for purposes of explanation,
30

into a frame. Second, scaling effects can be compensated for

used speci?c nomenclature to provide a thorough understand
ing of the invention. HoWever, it Will be apparent to one
skilled in the art that speci?c details are not required in order

by referencing pixels along horizontal lines by their relative

to practice the invention. Thus, the foregoing descriptions of

lines 505 retains Watermarking information even if a line

doubling de-interlacing algorithm is used to convert ?elds
positions along scan lines. The relative positions (e.g., one
quarter of the length doWn a horizontal scan line) does not
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change With scaling of the number of pixels along the hori
zontal dimension. Note that in one embodiment there is pref
erably at least one line of Watermarking data that is identical

possible in vieW of the above teachings. The embodiments
Were chosen and described in order to best explain the prin

to the original line as a seed line. In some cases ?ltering may

be applied by replication. Note that the de-interlacing and
?ltering algorithms performed by GPU 140 are adapted to

speci?c embodiments of the invention are presented for pur
poses of illustration and description. They are not intended to
be exhaustive or to limit the invention to the precise forms
disclosed; obviously, many modi?cations and variations are

40

ciples of the invention and its practical applications, they

recover the original content from content having embedded

thereby enable others skilled in the art to best utilize the
invention and various embodiments With various modi?ca

Watermarks. That is, GPU 140 includes processing algo

tions as are suited to the particular use contemplated. It is

intended that the folloWing claims and their equivalents

rithms adapted, if necessary, to account for embedded Water

marking pixels.

45

de?ne the scope of the invention.

50

The invention claimed is:
1. An apparatus for tracing distribution of video content
through a content distribution pathWay having a plurality of

While the present invention has been described in regards
to an example having a GPU 140, more generally it Will be
understood that the present invention may also be applied to
systems that do not utilize a GPU. For example, in an alternate

embodiment Watermarking module 135 is adapted to perform
all of the operations necessary to insert Watermarking pixels.
The Watermarking module 135 could, for example, be part of

computing systems through Which the content is distributed
from an originating content server, comprising:
a Watermarking module disposed Within an individual

a video application 120. HoWever, a draWback of such an

implementation is that it increases CPU utilization.
The present invention may be applied to digital video con
tent in a Wide variety of different formats. Exemplary formats

include MPEG-l, MPEG-2, MPEG-4, WindoWs Media
Video 9, H.264, DivX, Xvid, Wavelet, sub-band coding, Real
Video, and Quick Time.
It Will be understood that the present invention may also be
applied to digital audio content as Well. Digital audio content
may, for example, be processed on a GPU 140 and Water
marks embedded by GPU 140. Digital audio content may be
distributed in ?le formats such as MPEG, WindoWs Media,
etc. such that similar techniques to those previously described
may be utilized to insert Watermarks into audio ?les, such as
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computing system along the content distribution path
operative to display the video content, the Watermarking
module operative to insert a set of Watermarking pixels
into a Watermark in video frames generated from video

content received by said individual computing system,
said set of Watermarking pixels encoding tracing infor
60

mation that is imperceptible to an end-user vieWing dis
played video frames and Which is included in a version
of said video content;
the Watermark in the video frame including the set of

Watermarking pixels added by the Watermarking module
65

disposed Within the individual computing system With
the Watermark further including any sets of Watermark

ing pixels added by previous computing systems along
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11. The system of claim 10, Wherein each Watermarking

the distribution pathway such that distribution of content
from the content server is traceable through the distri

module is a softWare module operative to Work cooperatively
With a graphics driver to generate commands for a graphics

bution path.

processing unit (GPU) to insert said Watermarking pixels into

2. The apparatus of claim 1, Wherein said Watermarking

a version of said video content.

module is a software module operative to Work cooperatively
With a graphics driver to generate commands for a graphics

12. The apparatus of claim 11, Wherein each said GPU
performs de-interlacing of video ?elds to generate frames
from input video content and said Watermarking pixels are

processing unit (GPU) to insert said set of Watermarking
pixels into frames rendered by said GPU and stored as a video

inserted into frames by said GPU in a de-interlacing process.
13. The system of claim 10, further comprising a content

?le, said GPU embedding Watermarking pixels via at least
one of encoding in a ?le Wrapper, transcoding, transrating,

sub-picture modi?cation, and transcription.

server distributing said video content to said subscriber com

3. The apparatus of claim 2, Wherein said GPU inserts said
set of Watermarking pixels into frames of video content dur

puting systems, Wherein said content server, in response to
detecting that a neW subscriber computing system has

ing a video processing operation.

received unauthoriZed content, updates information indica

4. The apparatus of claim 1, Wherein said set of Watermark
ing pixels are inserted into at least one of an uncompressed

tive of the interaction betWeen the neW subscriber computing

version of video content generated at playback and a com

14. The system of claim 13, Wherein said content server
generates a command to said neW subscriber computing sys
tem to update Watermarking information to add a neW set of
Watermarks indicative of the interaction.
15. The system of claim 14, Wherein said neW set of Water
marks are indicative of a purchase of content related to said
unauthorized content.
16. The system of claim 14, Wherein said neW set of Water
marks are indicative of a purchase of content unrelated to said
unauthorized content.

system and the content server.

pressed version of video content generated for storage or
distribution and immune to digital-to-analog and analog-to

digital transformations.
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5. The apparatus of claim 1, Wherein said video content is
in a format selected from the group consisting of MPEG-l,

MPEG-2, MPEG-4, WindoWs Media Video 9, H.264, DivX,
Xvid, Wavelet, sub-band coding, Real Video, and Quick
Time.

25

6. The apparatus of claim 1, Wherein said Watermarking
module encodes tracing information unique to said comput

17. The system of claim 10, Wherein individual computers

having said Watermarking module insert Watermarking pixels

ing system.
7. The apparatus of claim 1, Wherein said Watermarking

30

encoding tracing information including at least one member
selected from the group consisting of a timestamp, a unique

module encodes tracing information including at least one
member selected from the group consisting of a time stamp,

identi?er, and an lntemet Protocol address.

an lntemet Protocol address, and a unique identi?er.

comprising:

18. A method of tracing the distribution of video content,

8. The apparatus of claim 1, Wherein said Watermarking

module generates Watermarking pixels including tracing
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information that is additive to that of any Watermarking pixels
previously present in said video content.
9. The apparatus of claim 1, Wherein said Watermarking
module is operative to receive commands from a content
server and in response thereto insert a set of Watermarking

40

pixels into previously received video content indicative of an

a Watermark in the video frame including the set of Water

10. A system for tracing the distribution of video content
through a distribution pathWay of computing systems, com

marking pixels added by the Watermarking module dis
45

a plurality of computing systems operative to display video
content, each computing system having a Watermarking

distribution path such that distribution of content is

traceable through the distribution path.

received video content, the Watermark accumulating
50

Way from each Watermarking module that encounters

the Watermark;
a digital rights manager, said digital rights manager detect
ing Watermarking information in video ?les correspond
ing to an initial default set of Watermarking pixels
inserted in video content distributed to subscriber com

puting systems and any additional sets of Watermarking
pixels inserted by individual computer systems having a

Watermarking module for adding Watermarking pixels
to received copies of said video content.

posed Within the individual computing system With the
Watermark further including any sets of Watermarking

pixels added by previous computing systems along a

module to add Watermarking pixels to a Watermark of

Watermarking information along the distribution path

receiving video content at an individual computing system;
and
at said individual computing system, generating at least
one command for a graphics processing unit (GPU) to
insert a set of Watermarking pixels into rendered frames
such that copies of said video content distributed from

said computing system include Watermarking pixels;

interaction With said content server.

prising:

providing Watermarking modules in a plurality of comput
ing systems each operative to display video content;

19. The method of claim 18, Wherein said generating com
mands comprises utiliZing a graphics driver to generate com

mands for inserting Watermarking pixels.
20. The method of claim 18, said GPU inserts said set of

Watermarking pixels into frames during video processing.
55

21. The method of claim 18, further comprising receiving
a command from a content server and in response generating
at least one command for said GPU to add an additional set of
Watermarks indicative of an interaction With said content
server.

